January 2011: Why Akashic Grads Were Drawn to Learn to Open Their Records

Email from Sandra to her Akashic Grads:
In my next series of emails about Module A, I'd like to include some reasons why people in the
past (that's you folks) have chosen to learn to open their Records. I know some of these
reasons, but I thought it could be more interesting to have it come directly from previous
attendees.
Whether you use your Records frequently or only occasionally, I'd greatly appreciate a quick
return email you would like to share with prospective students with a few lines on why you were
originally drawn to learn to open your Records. If you have found your original purpose morphed
into a different real-life experience, then I'd love to hear that too! You may have just the words
that could help someone else make this important decision.

Email from Christy:
About 6 years ago, I learned about a presentation being offered on the Akashic Records. My
guidance gave me a strong message that I needed to be there, without telling me why. I went to
the presentation and was strongly guided to take the weekend workshop, which began the next
day. Since then, I have been deeply grateful that I followed my guidance. Opening and working
in the Records has become the basis for my meditations, prayers, and all that I do spiritually;
the method I turn to when I feel stuck or need to make a tough decision; and an important way
for me to help others.
Email from Gayle:
In working privately with Sandra and opening my Akashic records with her help, I gained new
understandings of my relationships with people in my life that helped me to see the bigger
picture of past lives and this life, forgive, and be forgiven. I wanted to be able to access the
Records to gain guidance in current life situations, have the Record's protection, and see how I
can be of service to myself and others. Just stepping into the light of the Records, I feel the
expanded vibration and support they offer. I feel this support goes beyond my thinking mind to
support me in many unknown ways. It was also a real pleasure to experience how Sandira
gently and lovingly guided our group to explore in the records. She truly holds the light and is
the light. Blessings to all of those who venture forth into the Akasha.
Email from Margo:
Being able to contact my Akashic Records is like having built in trusted teachers, counselors,
advisors and friends, to whom I can turn anytime I feel like it. The wisdom, humor, insight,
compassion and joy my Records share with me is such an astounding treat, often surprising,
and rich with warmth and remarkable depth. Thank you Record Keepers, Module A, Sandra
and the Akashic Alliance.

And you can find more experiences shared by Sandra’s various Akashic Grads
scattered throughout these PDF links.

Radiance and Love, Till Next Time . . .
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